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1) This is my Q thread for April 18, 2019
Q posts can be found here:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
https://qmap.pub/

qanon.pub
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to
search, browse and research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software
dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

Q Alerts LITE: QAnon Posts & Drop Notifications - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts LITE notifies you when Q Anon makes new Q drops on 8chan. It also
allows you to search & browse QAnon posts. Q Alerts LITE is a FREE limited
features version of our incredibly popular full-…
https://bit.ly/Q-Alerts-Lite

My Theme: Trump's 3 Fox Amigos

2) The above graphic was created from a screenshot of Sara Carter during her
interview last night with Sean Hannity.
@LisaMei62 posted a clip of the interview and the first thing that struck me was...

She can't stop laughing.
Why?

3) What's so funny @SaraCarterDC?

😎

0:00

4) John Solomon is a little better at keeping his game face on but now and then the
mask slips.
Pay close attention and you'll notice how much he enjoys this part of the story.
And as you know, we are watching a carefully scripted story.

5) A movie.

6) How many times have Sara Carter and John Solomon been Q'd on Twitter?
Have you ever heard them discuss Q publicly?
Imagine receiving thousands of Q memes and "Q sent me" messages on the tweets
posted by Q and having to pretend you didn't notice them.
7) Imagine going on a show (like Sara did today) with Sebastian Gorka, one of the
most outspoken Q critics.
What would their discussions be like?
Do you think Q ever comes up?
Do you think Sara feels a little awkward?

8) Q's operation, above all else, is a communications one.
Q's primary function is to communicate to a select group of people a string of
messages regarding plans by the White House to remove bad actors on a global scale.
9) The White House has selected a trusted group of reporters who work within the
mainstream media to disseminate the President's message and plan.
The fact that Solomon, Carter and Hannity are helping POTUS makes them targets of
the deep state.

10) As Spygate unrolls, and as corrupt people are prosecuted, the Fox 3 amigos will
be the ones getting the real scoops because they're patriots and they want to help the
President.

11) I'm not suggesting that Sean Hannity, Sara Carter or John Solomon can verify Q's
identity (we know that number is less than 10 and only 3 are non-military) but I
suspect they may follow Q more closely than they're able to admit, publicly.
12) I also suspect that if anyone in the mainstream media is going to report favorably
on Q's operation, they're the most likely ones to do it. (If that were to happen, it
would have to come at a strategic point in time.)
13) Q previously gave us an order of operations in the exposure and prosecution of
bad actors

👇

MUELLER > DECLAS > OIG > TRUTH > JUSTICE
The Mueller report came out today.
That part of the operation is in the past.
Declass is next.
14) Last September, POTUS authorized the declassification of certain documents
related to the Russia investigation. This article explains which ones we can expect to
see declassified.

Trump orders declassification of surveillance application, release of C…
The move also includes an effort to reveal the details of Bruce Ohr's interviews
connected to the Russia investigation.
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/09/17/trump-declassification-fisa-documents-come…

15) POTUS previously put the timing of declassification in the hands of Inspector
General Michael Horowitz.

Q has suggested William Barr assumed that responsibility shortly after becoming
Attorney General.

16) It's impossible to know with certainty when the declassification will happen.
But if Q is correct, it should happen before the OIG report comes out.
AG Barr said he expects the OIG report in May or June.
Logically then, we ought to see declass sometime in the next month.
17) Back to today's Mueller report, which can be found here:
https://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf
18) Although the President's enemies are whining like petulant children who didn't
get their way and threatening to investigate POTUS until they find a crime worthy of
impeachment, Q wants us to know their tantrums won't DELAY what is coming.

19) Delay is a timing issue.
Q seems to be telling us that not only is Declass coming but it's going happen ON
TIME.
Again, we don't know the timing of Declass but AG Barr does (and I suspect Q does,
as well.)
20) I'm not making a prediction but we should consider the fact that Q posted 2
watch pictures which were the setup for another Q watch proof.
Marker 1 is a watch that shows the time of 4:49
The date on the watch the 19th

21) Tomorrow is the 19th of April but we don't yet know if that is the day Q is pointing
us to. (It could refer to May or June 19th)
However, tomorrow is the anniversary of the battles of Lexington and Concord.

22) Marker 2 shows the date the two watches were posted (March 27th) with the time
of 3:05

23) Will the watch proof be fulfilled tomorrow?
Only TIME will tell.
Tomorrow is a holiday (in some states) known as Patriot's Day.

24) Relevant?

25) It will be great if declass happens tomorrow, but I don't want to set you up for
disappointment so let's just wait and see what happens.
26) Sara Carter got Q'd again today.
Sara A. Carter
@SaraCarterDC

LATEST: Mueller's Report Ends 'WitchHunt' But What's About To
Unfold Is The Real Story - Sara A. Carter “What will unfold is
investigation historians will consider one of the greatest political
‘witch-hunts’ in U.S. history”- @realDonaldTrump
saraacarter.com/muellers-repor…

Mueller's Report Ends 'WitchHunt' But What's About To Unfold…
Attorney General William Barr stressed Thursday during his press
conference that although Special counsel Robert Mueller detailed 10
saraacarter.com
41.7K 6:39 PM - Apr 18, 2019
22.9K people are talking about this

27) Sara published an article explaining that with the Mueller (blockade) behind
them, the President and his allies are now prepared to go on offense and drop the
hammer on the corrupt people who perpetrated crimes against them.

Mueller's Report Ends 'WitchHunt' But What's About To Unfold Is The …
Attorney General William Barr stressed Thursday during his press conference that
although Special counsel Robert Mueller detailed 10 "episodes" involving actions
by President Trump that might have co…
https://saraacarter.com/muellers-report-ends-witchhunt-but-whats-about-to-unfold-is-th…

28) Q posted a link to Sara's tweet and a picture of a port city with the message:
1st & 10 on the 40.
Note the filename: LBP.PNG

29) In March, Q said the President's situation was 1st down and 10 yards to go at the
50-yard line.
A video can be found below for those who are not familiar with American football.)
The expression means we moved (10 yards) closer to the goal in the last 3 weeks.

30) For those who don't understand American football, you might check out this
video.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ddwp1HyEFRE

31) You might also check out this video.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/oNxLxTZHKM8

32) From the board.

33) We're not far from the goal so hang in there, patriots.

34) Anons agree that the picture posted by Q shows a port called Seal Beach.

35) Info on Seal Beach.
Note: Seal Beach is near the port of Long Beach
Is that the meaning of the filename (LBP)?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seal_Beach,_California

36) I'm not sure what the relevance is of the picture or the filename but I imagine
we'll find out in time. (Q hasn't responded to guesses.)
37) The latest from Hannity and Sara Carter.
H/T @LisaMei62

Lisa Mei Crowley
@LisaMei62

.@SaraCarterDC said she spoke with her sources just today and
people are turning on each other. Senior DOJ & FBI officials are
throwing their colleagues under the bus to save themselves.

8,330 2:02 AM - Apr 19, 2019
4,828 people are talking about this

38) With the Mueller report behind him, is it time for Rod Rosenstein to make his
departure?

39) Q points out that the Mueller investigation was based on unverified information
found in the Steele dossier.
Two links are provided for further information.

40) The August 2 memo by Rosenstein confirmed that the Mueller investigation was
predicated on information (obtained from the Steele dossier) that Carter Page and
others were possible Russian spies and that they were connected to Trump's
campaign.

Mueller Report
Mueller Report - Free ebook download as PDF File (.pdf) or read book online for
free. Report on the investigation into Russia interference in the 2016 presidential
election, Volume 1 of 2
https://www.scribd.com/document/406725805/Mueller-Report#from_embed

41) Since the dossier is filled with false information (it's still unverified today) and it
was the basis for starting the Mueller investigation, how did Rod Rosenstein justify
that action?
42) If there was no evidence (probable cause) of Russia collusion with the Trump
campaign at the start of the investigation, why did it continue?
Was it an attempt to prevent POTUS from succeeding while providing a plausible
basis for attacks on his character by the MSM?
43) Q linked to a podcast featuring the President's former attorney, John Dowd who
provides insights into how the DOJ set the Mueller investigation in motion.

John Dowd: Rod Rosenstein Has To Answer For Appointing Robert M…
John Dowd, former attorney for President Trump, spoke with Brian Kilmeade about
President Trump's instincts being right about the special council investigation and
how Attorney General William Barr c…
https://radio.foxnews.com/2019/04/19/john-dowd-rod-rosenstein-has-to-answer-for-ap…

44) Papadopoulos threatened with 25 years in prison if he didn't cooperate.
Did Mueller prolong the investigation to influence the 2018 election as Andrew
McCarthy suggested?

GOP Fears Mueller's Collusion Bias Lives On in Final Report | RealCle…
Although Republicans were pleased that Special Counsel Robert Mueller said he
was unable to establish a criminal conspiracy between the Trump campaign and
Russia, they fear his practice of distorting…
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2019/04/15/gop_muellers_collusion_bi…
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